1... SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT  PACIFIC CIRCLE  040107
Officer made contact with a male subject with prior contacts. Subject was interviewed and advised of trespassing laws.

2... EVADING AN OFFICER  LOT 7  040107
Officer advised he was attempting to stop a vehicle which was speeding and going through stop signs without stopping. Sergeant advised the officer to terminate the stop due to high volume of pedestrians. The vehicle’s license number was copied and sent top SPD for follow up.

3... VANDALISM  BURNS TOWER  040107
Staff reported a broken window. Officer responded and initiated a report of the incident.

4... SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT  KNOLES WAY  040107
Officers responded to a reported of someone banging on the window three times. The resident advised that he checked out the window with no one present. Officers were unable to locate.

5... INCD INVOLVING JUVENILE  PERSHING & MENDOCINO  040207
Officers received a report of a female juvenile walking alone at a late hour. Officer located the subject at Princeton and Pershing and determined she was not a runaway at 1214 AM. Officer transported the juvenile to her parent’s address.

6... THEFT  PHYSICAL PLANT  040207
Staff reported scrap copper wire stolen from outside of the electrical shop. Officer responded and initiated a report.

7... DISTURBANCE  DEPT OF PUBLIC SAFETY  040207
Several Pacific students came into DPS to report there was a woman following them. Officers interviewed all parties involved and initiated a report of the incident.

8... AIDED STOCKTON PD  MENDOCINO & KENSINGTON  040207
Officers assisted SPD locate a female who was observed standing out in the middle of Mendocino traffic. Female subject was located running into the Art Building.
9...BURGLARY  GRACE COVELL HALL   040207
Pacific student reported a calculator was stolen from his room. Officer responded and initiated a report.

10...SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT  DAVE BRUBECK   040307
Officer contacted two male subjects going through the trash bins. Subjects were interviewed and warned about going through trash bins.

11...SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT  KNOLES & PACIFIC   040307
Officers conducted a field check on a male subject observed looking into vehicles. Subject was interviewed and advised of trespassing laws.

12...SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT  PACIFIC AVE & LOT 2   040307
Officer contacted a male subject for not having a bike light. Subject was interviewed which resulted in the seizure of his bicycle. Subject was also cited for two Stockton Municipal Sections and a Vehicle Code section.

13...SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT  MAIN GYM   040307
Staff reported a male subject going through the dumpster. Officer located the subject and made contact. Subject was interviewed and released.

14...THEFT   LOT 36   040307
Staff reported his parking permit stolen from his vehicle. Officer initiated a report.

15...BATTERY  GRACE COVELL HALL   040407
Officer responded to the requests of two roommates that were in a physical altercation earlier in the day. Assault report filed.

16...SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT  BAXTER MALL   040307
Staff reported a suspicious male subject. Officers contacted the subject in the Quad area. Subject was interviewed and revoked from campus.

17...TRAFFIC ACCIDENT   LOT 7   040407
Staff reported an auto accident in lot 7. Officers responded and advised there were no injuries and both parties are exchanged information.

18...ILL PERSON  SIGMA CHI   040407
Officers and medics responded to a report of male subject with not feeling well. Medics transported the subject to a local hospital.

19... ILL PERSON  GRACE COVELL HALL   040407
Officers responded to a report of two subjects not feeling well. Subjects were transported to Cowell Wellness Center by officers.
20...AUTO BURGLARY  LOT 3   040407
Victim reported his vehicle burglarized. The victim had locked and alarmed his vehicle. Suspects used a dent puller type tool to punch out the door lock. This inactivates the alarm system. Suspects removed the stereo. Officers responded and initiated a report.

21...ANNOYING CALLS   JESSIE BALLANTYNE   040507
Victim reported numerous calls this evening to her room phone. Officers responded and initiated a report.

22...NARCOTICS ARREST   CALAVERAS BIKE PATH   040507
Officers initiated a checkout of a male subject sleeping near the bike path. At 3:02 AM, officer advised one in custody for illegal possession of a controlled substance. Subject was also arrested for being under the influence of controlled substance and possession of 6 hypodermic syringes. He was booked into the jail.

23...SUSPICIOUS CIRCUMSTANCE   MC CONCHIE HALL   040507
Officers made contact with a male subject selling magazines on campus. Officers contacted this subject earlier in the day and advised he must seek approval prior to being on campus. Subject was cited after contacted the second time.

24...AUTO BURGLARY   LOT 3   040507
Victim reported his vehicle burglarized. Officers responded and initiated a report.

25...AUTO BURGLARY   LOT 10   040607
Two victims called to report their vehicles had been broken into. One vehicle had the stereo and removable face plate stolen. Officer responded and initiated a report.

26...ALCOHOL   MC CAFFREY CENTER   040607
Staff reported an unregistered party. Staff reports the resident was uncooperative and assaulted her. Officer responded and arrested the subject for public intoxications. A battery report was also filed. Subject was placed in detox and released the next day.